Jeep cj7 clutch linkage diagram

Well, progress has been slow due to work and family, but I spent a solid 6 hours on the CJ-7
project last night. I bought a new clutch linkage kit, as my lower and upper clutch rods were
worn half way through, and the bellcrank was a mess. The new kit has an adjustable lower
linkage rod with a ball joint instead of the old bent solid rod. The 4. After adjusting things for
about an hour and trying the lower rod backwards, I conceded that it wasn't going to work and
ordered a set of heim joint linkage rods to go with my nice new bellcrank and bushings. I have
to say, the stock setup is a pretty questionable system. I guess maybe it gets points for
simplicity, but for stoutness it is lacking. I know lots of folks have difficulty with the release
lever jumping off the clutch fork, I wonder if there is a way to modify that to accept a ball and
socket end for a positive mount instead of the old spring tension junk He had your linkage on
his V-8 upgrade powered Jeep. Not sure what the "message" is here. As the Jeep landed, the
clutch link jumped off the release arm and left the CJ with no way to operate the clutch. I've
used several of their solutions to much satisfaction. The stem would pass through a hole you
drill in the release arm end, and the stub would prevent the linkage from jumping out of the arm
end. You'd still use a return spring. For those interested in this issue, I'm sharing the schematic
and OEM parts layout. I have included an example of the factory hydraulic clutch linkage used
on the 2. This RHD 4. AMC 2. The last illustrations are the busy mechanical linkage like on
60Bubba's CJ On any of these PDFs, you can zoom-in on the illustrations or part numbers for
clarification:. The best solutions involve hydraulic linkage and eliminate the plethora of
mechanical linkage parts What I'm seeing on the AA website for Jeep clutches is a chain and
bellcrank setup. I think that would solve the issue with binding due to engine movement or
frame flex, but it still seems pretty complicated. I'm going to proceed with the new brackets and
bellcranks I already installed, and use the rod end joints that are in the mail. I think this will
solve all the issues I'm likely to have. Given the investment in mechanical and cosmetic
upgrades, She Who Must Be Obeyed has decreed there will be no hardcore offroading in this
Jeep's future. Good idea, all around The chain system is great for vintage models with
through-the-floor pedals, light years ahead of the OE cable linkage. Hydraulic linkage can be
fitted fairly easily with fabrication of a hydraulic slave cylinder mount, but you're right, the cost
of a hydraulic master cylinder, a slave and hose or tubing adds up. You'd also need to find
pedal linkage from a four-cylinder model with a master cylinder. An Advance Adapters
bellhousing stock 4. I was fortunate in that the clutch pedal setup, master cylinder and slave
were usable. Actually, these were both good engines, just not "magazine material". You'll be
fine with your planned heim joint arrangement. Tennessee and S. Here is the finished linkage
setup, before torquing everything down. It feels very secure, and the slop is completely gone.
Once I get the new wiring harness ready for an engine start, I'll be able to check the overall
adjustment and make sure I haven't adjusted the linkage to the point that it is "riding the clutch.
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to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. So you're a firm believer in the old adage "real Jeeps have
round headlights? We're laying out ten common problems for the ''86 CJs, some of which apply
to the older ''75 intermediate models as well. Arm-Strong The factory CJ pitman arm is made out
of ductile cast iron and will probably bend if hard wheeling with larger tires is in the cards.
Periodically inspecting the pitman arm nut to make sure it's tight can help prevent the splines
from stripping out, but the real problem is the pitman arm itself bending under heavy load. If
you want to retain the flat-type arm, you can carry a stock replacement and a pitman arm puller
with you on the trail, or look for a thicker arm from a '70s-era GM car in the junkyard. Also,
check the heavy-duty replacements offered by one of the many suspension manufacturers out
there. Studly Both the five- and six-bolt external- body locking hubs were held to the hub body
with bolts that could and usually did work loose with even moderate wheeling. Frequently
checking that they're tight, using thread-locking compound, or utilizing the lock-washers won't
ensure that you won't suffer a catastrophic failure due to loosening bolts. The best fix is to
replace the bolts with studs to equally distribute the load and help prevent loosening. Using
lock washers under the stud nuts, and even double-nutting, will provide increased reliability and
longevity. Shaft Slop The factory steering shaft coupler at the steering box on your vintage CJ
was almost certainly worn out 20 years ago. Today, it can be borderline unsafe. Sloppy steering
input and wander are some of the best-case scenarios. The worst-case scenario is that the shaft
could separate from the coupler when the Jeep gets twisted off-road. Both Borgeson and

Flaming River offer heavy-duty shaft assemblies with solid U-joints that replace the potentially
problematic coupler. Linkage Stinkage Hit any kind of twisted trail with an older Jeep and you'll
probably experience the joys of your foot slamming floorboard when you go for the clutch.
When the CJ frame and body get twisted up off-road, the poorly designed clutch linkage can
come apart. Class M Corporation manufactures a replacement clutch linkage with solid rod
ends that won't come apart, no matter how twisted your rig gets. The company also offers a kit
for these CJs sporting up to a 3-inch body lift for these applications by adding "-1" to the end of
the part number. Crackhead Jeep didn't build CJ frames out of balsa wood, but you'd never
know if from any lack of cracking. The frames commonly crack around the steering box and
suspension mounts, as well as the front or rear crossmembers. Also, the shackle or spring
hangers can crack or snap off the frame. It's a known issue and if you can't afford a complete
replacement frame like those offered through Quadratec, 4 Wheel Drive Hardware, or Throttle
Down Kustoms, you can purchase weld-in reinforcement plates from M. Check Tomken Machine
and JKS for heavy-duty bolt-on shackle hangers to replace the weak, crack-prone factory
pieces. Mount Up! If there's one issue that the aftermarket has fully addressed, it's the weenie
CJ power steering box mount the factory unfathomably considered adequate. Even with small
tires and moderate off-roading, these stock mounts can crack and snap, rendering your steering
ineffective. Buzz, Zap, Fizzle Whether it's an older point-type ignition or the later
Motorcraft-sourced electronic ignition, AMC-era V-8 and I-6 engines weren't really known for
their stellar ignition systems. Most auto parts stores and catalog shops carry replacement
ignition control units for the Motorcraft electronic ignitions, but water, vibration, or just plain
bad design can cause those to go out in short order. Additionally, MSD offers a really nice
replacement distributor for Jeep six- and eight-cylinder vehicles. Pertronix makes a good
electronic ignition conversion for older Jeep four-, six-, and eight-cylinder points-type
distributors, but check to make sure your distributor isn't worn out before ordering. Junk in da
Trunk We're talking undesirable rear ends here, folks. The AMC Model 20 axles installed in CJ
vehicles from '76 through mid-'85 and some think even mid '86 are barely worth their weight in
scrap. Unlike the Model 20 axles found in larger FSJ vehicles, the CJ models featured weak
two-piece axleshafts, thin axletubes, and spindly centersections. Still, even with the Model 20's
strong ring and pinion the tubes are prone to bending, the centersections are known to snap
where the tubes are pressed, or the tubes spin in the centersection bores. It makes a strong
argument for swapping a better rear axle assembly if you are planning a gear swap or running a
locker and tires larger than 31s. What Gears! Sometimes we just want to go back in time and
ask the Jeep engineers, "You put what gears in the axles? Many ''75s got 3. So before you order
up those , , , or larger tires, give your axle ratios a look-see to make sure your CJ's gearing can
handle it. Bog Flog For the most part, Jeeps of the '70s and '80s didn't come with what we'd call
good carburetors. If you scored one with an AMC V-8, you got a great Motorcraft two-barrel
carb, but for the most part the Carter YF one-barrel or BBD two-barrel carbs found on the
inline-six engines were sputtering wonders at angles. And don't get us started about the
electronic-feedback Carter BBD carbs. If you need to stay emissions-legal and want the best
setup for the money, Howell makes a simple and reliable fuel-injection system for virtually any
Jeep engine made, with emissions-compliable options available. If you want low-buck, you can
score a two-barrel Motorcraft off of an older Jeep or Ford car or light truck in the junkyard.
Several were made, but look for the one with 1. You'll need a Trans-Dapt small-to-large
two-barrel adapter PN to change from the Carter two-barrel over to the Motorcraft. Close Ad.
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complained about the clutch or needed a clutch cable replacement got the kit. These kit parts
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bolt on bracket to the clutch pedal at top. Might be one way to decipher if a Jeep has been
converted. Note the change in the clutch pedal design. Bracket is now incorporated into the
pedal design. Hope these diagrams help. These may be a little easier to read. Not to steal Jim's
thunder, but I wanted to see them rotated. Then I got carried away, and made them a little larger,
a little brighter, a little less yellow. May as well share! The 5. Not my thunder Tim I didn't like
looking at them sideways either I saved them, then turned them too! Joined: Jan 23, Messages:
3, I had a '72 with the retrofit mechanical linkage. The body tub was rusty, and ended up tearing
out the front mount at the triangel bracket. There was a lot of mechanical leverage, transfered to
the body. My guess is thats why the linkage was changed again for ' Keys5a , Aug 29, Joined:
Sep 24, Messages: Iandavidh , Aug 29, Sep 1, In all cases, movement between the body and the
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